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By Rebecca White
Hollywood couple Miley Cyrus and Patrick Schwarzenegger
enjoyed a celebrity vacation to Maui, after spending time
partying in Miami and heading to Idaho with Schwarzenegger’s
father. According to UsMagazine.com, the pair is using this
time to amp up the romance, although their friends joined them
for the trip.

Celebrity vacations are usually
expensive and extravagant. What are
some ways to indulge in a budgetfriendly getaway?
Cupid’s Advice:
Not all of us can afford a celebrity vacation, but that
doesn’t mean we can’t have fun. There are many ways to make
your next trip easy on your wallet. Consider using a vacation
to improve your relationship and love. Keep these three things
in mind if you want to have a trip to remember:
1. Keep location in mind: Sometimes all you need to do is
focus on picking a less touristy location in order to save
some money on your vacation. National parks are very easy on
the budget because all you have to do is spend money on gas
(pick a park close to home!) and then spend the night in a

cheaper hotel or at a campground.
Related Link: Miley Cyrus Meets Boyfriend Patrick’s Dad Arnold
Schwarzenegger
2. Plan ahead: Plan ahead in order to save money wherever you
can. Find a hidden gem and look for places that most people
don’t usually go to for a getaway to ensure reasonable hotel
and flight prices. For example, Morro Bay in California has
museums, Morro Rock, a harbor, and the Pacific all within
reach … most people have never heard of it.
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3. Look online: Utilize one of the best resources we have
available to us: the internet! Look online for budgetfriendly locations, hotel and flight deals, and try going to a
travel agent to guarantee that you save money on your budgetfriendly getaway.
How do you indulge in a budget-friendly getaway? Comment
below!

